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This study investigates relationships between national-level culture and online selfdisclosure behavior. We operationalize culture through the GLOBE dimensions, a set of
nine variables measuring cultural practices and another nine measuring values. Our
observations of self-disclosure come from the privacy settings of approximately 200,000
randomly sampled Facebook users who designated a geographical network in 2009. We
model privacy awareness as a function of one or more GLOBE variables with demographic
covariates, evaluating the relative inﬂuence of each factor. In the top-performing models,
we ﬁnd that the majority of the cultural dimensions are signiﬁcantly related to privacy
awareness behavior. We also ﬁnd that the hypothesized directions of several of these
relationships, based largely on cultural attitudes towards threat mitigation, are
conﬁrmed.
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The era of online communication has focused intense scrutiny on the issue of privacy, but increased participation in online
environments has also given us opportunities to better understand people’s self-disclosure decisions. In this study, we use
data from Facebook, the leading online social network (OSN) site, to observe self-disclosure behaviorsdneither attitudes nor
self-reported behavioral tendencies, but actual user behaviorsdin relation to indicators of national-level culture. We ﬁnd a
strong association between various dimensions of culture and self-disclosure decisions, indicating that the social environment in which users are embedded may help predict users’ assessment of risks versus rewards of increased self-disclosure in
online platforms.
Issues of privacy and self-disclosure have taken on a prominent presence in the public consciousness with the dawn of the
online age. Governmental collection of private communications is a topic that ﬁgures in the contemporary political discourse
of the United States and of other countries (Savage, 2015; “The UN General Assembly adopts anti-spy resolution,” 2013).
Corporations’ collection of data from users, including private communications such as emails, Web navigation histories, and
so forth, has constituted another facet of the public debate (President’s Council on Advisors on Science and Technology, 2014).
Meanwhile, the emergence of predatory and harassing online behavior has emerged as a recognized public safety risk
(Dombrowski et al., 2004; Mitchell et al., 2014). Self-disclosure decisions carry economic implications, too; differing cultural
views on privacy have been identiﬁed as a barrier to international commerce (Bellman et al., 2004). With concerns arising
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from observation by a government, by commercial entities, or by malicious individuals, issues of self-disclosure and privacy
behavior are seemingly now on every Internet user’s mind.
But privacy is far from a new issue. For decades, the search for a better understanding of related behaviors and attitudes has occupied sociologists’ attention. For Goffman (1959), the importance of privacy derived from the ubiquity of
self-presentation: Human beings are constantly executing a variety of “performances” for different audiences, so privacy
is essential to making sure each performance is seen by the appropriate audience, but not by others. The desire for
privacy via control over self-presentation forces individuals to negotiate the boundary between exposure and withdrawal. Likewise, privacy may be employed to conceal potentially damaging information about oneself (e.g., membership
in a deviant or otherwise ostracized community (Goffman, 1963)) and/or to maintain a strategic advantage over others.
Privacy and self-disclosure decisions are inherently linked. Individuals are constantly negotiating these boundaries,
taking cues on appropriate behavior based on the social environment in which they are embedded. The norms, social
structures, and geography of every society provide some degree of information concealment to its members (Westin,
1967), but the nature, extent, and consequences of such concealment or of exposure vary depending upon one’s position with the society. Privacy behaviors are the result of social norm formation within a speciﬁc demographic, political,
economic and social environment, hence are expected to differ markedly across societies where these conditions also
differ.
Despite recent attention to privacy concerns, there is a relative paucity of empirical work that quantiﬁes how selfdisclosure behaviors themselves vary and investigates the characteristics of the social environment associated with this
variation. These behaviors are, by nature, difﬁcult to measure, much less to do so at scale and in comparative context. In this
paper, we study the interaction between environmental characteristicsdcaptured here by national cultural attributesdand
individuals’ self-disclosure behavior. This research uses a source of data not previously available to researchers, the observed
privacy settings of randomly sampled participants around the globe. This data not only provides evidence of the privacy
choices made by a large samples of OSN users, but also allows us to consider the extent to which those observed behaviors
vary along geographical lines, enabling us to draw inferences about how different geographically-based cultures act upon
privacy concerns.
In this research, we explore the following question: How are measurable national-level cultural attributes related to
observed online self-disclosure behaviors? Our analysis uses data from Facebook, the most widely used OSN site. This context
and these methods have only been feasible for research in recent years, so they offer a new opportunity to explore longstanding questions about the intersection of culture and self-disclosure.
1. Theoretical foundations
Mass participation on the Internet, and particularly on online social networks, has introduced new self-disclosure contexts
and concerns. Sociological theories of privacy and self-disclosure developed with reference to the purely ofﬂine world, well
before the arrival of any sort of mainstream electronic communication, can nevertheless help us make sense of online social
behavior. To be sure, online platforms bring new considerations to which extant theories must be adapted, but the fundamental insights of these theories persist despite changes in communication technology. Here, we review some work in this
area, linking it with newer scholarship that explores privacy online.
We use a deﬁnition of privacy as “selective control of access to the self or to one’s group” (Altman, 1975) and understand
self-disclosure to indicate an individual’s deliberate decision to reveal more details about him- or herself. Goffman (1959)
conceived of privacy as the means by which the individual manages multiple “performances” so that each audience can
see only the performance intended for it. In each performance the individual is in control of disclosure to each group of others.
Audiences may vary from small “back stage” groups whose members are clearly identiﬁed to large “front stage” groups whose
members may be known to the ego only in a very general sense, if at all. In this framework, privacy behaviors are ways of
constructing barriers speciﬁcally to segregate these diverse audiences appropriately. A sudden intrusion by one audience into
an unexpected “area” of the ego’s informational space carries the threat of that audience seeing an unintended performance;
this occurrence creates tension in the individual performer, suddenly obligated either to change the performance to ﬁt the
audience or to pretend the audience was welcome all along.
Social settings can vary and likewise performances must adapt; individuals act differently in different social settings. This
could be simply one day to the nextdweekday at work versus weekend at home, for exampledbut it also implies differences
among settings such as cities, states or national boundaries, where social practices and cultural norms are distinct. So how do
individuals make self-disclosure choices? Although Goffman did not emphasize national cultures speciﬁcally, his theory
implies a strong connection between social context and inclination toward privacy or toward self-disclosure. The individual’s
desire for privacy is socially embedded, strongly associated with the audiences with which he or she interacts most often. As
individuals look to their peersdother actors and their audiencedto update and adjust their performance, these shared social
environments offer shared norms and expectations, introducing the possibility of a relationship between national culture and
individual behavior (Triandis, 1994).
While Goffman’s notion of performance was grounded in face-to-face interactions, these ideas are easily extended to
online environments. New settings come with new tools for navigating self-disclosureddetermining boundaries between
back and front stage groupsdas well as new avenues for unexpected intrusion and violations of privacy (Bernstein et al.,
2013). Palen and Dourish (2003) and Tufekci (2008) made important observations in extending Goffman’s ideas to a world
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in which temporal, spatial, and contextual constraints on self-presentation are, in theory,1 suspended. The fact that one’s
actions might be viewed by others located a long distance away inﬂuences and in some ways limits the behaviors used to
preserve privacy; closing the door or speaking softly may be ways of asserting privacy in a physical space, but in a virtual
space, more deliberate actions can be required to reach a similar outcome (Palen and Dourish, 2003). The audience is invisible,
so the “actor” never knows who might be looking on (Tufekci, 2008). Likewise, the individual’s behaviors might now be
observed by an audience alien to the context of the behaviorsesuch as an employer observing behavior in a casual social
setting that would be inappropriate for a business settingeor even by a future audience by means of artifacts that cannot be
deleted (Tufekci, 2008).
Clearly, online environments can magnify the difﬁculty in maintaining audience boundaries. Indeed, negotiation of the
boundary between privacy and disclosure has been a focus of classical theories of privacy as well. Altman’s (1977) view of
privacy, for example, has been characterized as “optimization between disclosure and withdrawal” (Tufekci, 2008). The
salient idea is that privacy behaviors are not merely unidirectional, that is, are not limited to means of moving from lesser to
greater privacy. Instead, privacy behaviors ﬁt into a broader strategy of regulation: Much like a thermostat regulates the
temperature in an attempt to reach a desired outcome, privacy regulation seeks to bring the individual’s achieved level of
privacy in line with his or her desired level of privacy. Privacy regulation may lead an individual to take steps in either direction, sometimes toward greater privacy but other times toward greater interaction with other people (Altman, 1977, p. 29).
In Altman’s formulation, our research focuses on behavior in the direction of greater privacy rather than in the direction of
self-disclosure (Altman, 1975). Theories of regulation are important here because they place the emphasis squarely on
proactive behavior; privacy preference is not just an attitude held silently or subtly, but rather a belief that leads directly to
externally observable actions with objective consequences. Privacy calculus (Dinev and Hart, 2006) complements these
theories by suggesting that individuals make online self-disclosure decisions by weighing the beneﬁts of disclosure against
the risks. In the case of online social networks, many of the afforded beneﬁts of site use are intrinsically tied to disclosure and
sharing (Joinson, 2008; Nadkarni and Hofmann, 2012), although balanced by the risks associated with sharing and oversharing (Reynolds et al., 2011).
Thus sociological theories of privacy suggest that individuals take cues from their social environment via interaction with
others to determine self-disclosure preferencesdsetting audience boundaries and actively negotiating the balance between
disclosure and non-disclosure. National-level culture is one important dimension of the social context in which selfdisclosure decisions are made, and at least one theorist of privacy has linked it to historical cultural distinctions. Moore
(1984) examined the development of privacy notions through ancient societies. On one hand, the emergence of participatory democracy can promote concern for privacy, as it did in Greece; on the other, theocracy (Israel) or societal structure built
around family loyalty (China) prevented “emergence of a protected private sphere.” Yet even in the latter societies, specialized
factors mitigated these forces to allow a certain modicum of respect for the individual’s rights. In the case of Israel, a moral
code prohibited oppression of the disadvantaged; in China, several factors including geographical distance from centers of
authority had a similar effect. Conclusions are mixed, then: “… It is incorrect to regard a democratic polity as the only possible
origin of private rights against public authority, even if such a polity provides the most favorable conditions for their
development” (p. 272). The implication for the present day is that magnitude of privacy concern differs from one culture to
another because of distinct historical factors, but privacy is relevant in at least some form to a wide variety of cultures.
Empirical investigation of the relationship of culture to privacy attitudes and behaviors has delivered mixed results. One
area of focus in this research has been on the involvement of government. Early work in this area found evidence of a
relationship between culture and privacy regulations by country (Milberg et al., 1995). This line of research on privacy
regulation continued in a number of subsequent studies; most notably, cultural values were found to be mediated by national
regulations in their relationship with levels of privacy concern (Bellman et al., 2004). More recently, different ethnic groups in
New Zealand showed varying levels and qualitatively different kinds of privacy concerns in online dealings with the government (Cullen, 2009). These ﬁndings suggest that, at least in the areas of regulations and dealings with the government,
there are observable relationships between national or subnational culture and self-reported privacy concerns.
Outside the sphere of government and regulation, research into individual privacy and online social networks has tended
to cover either users’ attitudes or their self-reported behaviors, with some research spanning both. In this work outside the
realm of government, the overall pattern of ﬁndings has been less clear. The same research ﬁnding a relationship between
culture and different countries’ privacy regulations also found no conﬁrmation of a possible relationship between measurable
cultural dimensions and privacy concern (Milberg et al., 1995). Later work revisited the connection between culture and
privacy concerns, with results suggesting support for the hypothesis that “cross-cultural values will be associated with differences in levels of information privacy concerns” (Milberg et al., 2000).
The distinction between attitudes and behaviors is a consequential one; research has shown that the two often do not
coincide (Acquisti and Gross, 2006; Bernard et al., 1984). North American universities have been a popular source of participants for research linking Facebook behaviors to psychological states (Mehdizadeh, 2010), self-presentation strategies
(Birnbaum, 2008), and privacy attitudes. In particular, early in the development of Facebook, students’ attitudes toward
privacy were found to bear only a weak relationship to their decision to join or not join the network (Acquisti and Gross,

1
Evidence also exists to demonstrate that traditional opportunity structures still inﬂuence online interaction, see e.g. Spiro, Almquist, and Butts (2016)
for a discussion of the effect of physical distance on friendship ties online.
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2006). Limitations of geography and demographics necessitate caution against generalizing broadly from research done
purely among North American undergraduate populations,2 but this ﬁnding does warn against the assumption that attitudes
must necessarily be reﬂected in behaviors.
Research into online social networking privacy behaviors among non-student populations has been less common, but
Krasnova and Veltri (2010) found evidence to suggest that perception of these beneﬁts and risks differed cross-culturally,
differences they ascribe to speciﬁc dimensions of culture. Researchers have identiﬁed three distinct kinds of privacy behaviors: avoidance, opt-out, and proactive behaviors, associated with cultural factors (Cho et al., 2009)dbut importantly, these
are all based on self-reported data. Of the three, our inquiry in this paper concerns opt-in behaviors, speciﬁcally the selection
of privacy options in Facebook that were not defaults at the time of data collection.
To guide our investigation, we draw on two theories that connect variations in national culture to differences in expectations for behavior. In particular, building on these theories, we hypothesize that the relationship between national culture
and behavior reﬂects each culture’s perception of the threats versus the beneﬁts associated with self-disclosure. Triandis
(1994) suggested that cultures develop in a Darwinian response to environmental factors relating to threats and to desired
resources. For example, the availability of different kinds of food may lead certain societies to be organized around hunting or
ﬁshing on one hand, or around farming on the other. Consequently, over time these societies may place greater value on
individualism or cooperation, respectively. The cultural attributes develop in response to the material needs of the society, but
propagate themselves even when the particular environmental circumstances may have changed.
At the same time, Dinev and Hart (2006), working in the ﬁeld of management information systems (MIS), theorized that
potential e-commerce users deploy a privacy calculus, weighing the costs of self-disclosure against its beneﬁts. Although the
scope of this theory is speciﬁcally e-commerce transactions, its application to social networks is straightforward. In this case
the transaction brings beneﬁts of social network participation to the user (Joinson, 2008; Nadkarni and Hofmann, 2012) in
exchange for the costs of accepting privacy risks.
Taken together, these two theories imply a simple yet important relationship between national culture and self-disclosure
behavior: People will be more likely to protect their own online privacy in cultures that place a higher assessment on the
threats of self-disclosure than others. Inversely, people will be more likely to self-disclose online in societies that perceive the
beneﬁts of self-disclosure as greater than do other societies. From this theoretical prediction, we can generate speciﬁc hypotheses depending on speciﬁc characteristics of the society that pertain to threats or beneﬁts of self-disclosure.
2. Hypotheses
So far we have theorized that cultural differences lead people to assess beneﬁts and drawbacks to self-disclosure in
predictably different ways, which leads to different behavior. This theoretical prediction leads to hypotheses that can be
tested using Facebook data, quantitative measurements of national-level cultural dimensions, and other control variables.
General theories of privacy suggest speciﬁc ways in which individuals may act in a speciﬁc cultural context; they also provide
a lens with which to view speciﬁc relationships between the cultural variables and observed privacy behavior across the
world. Here, we operationalize these ideas, formulating speciﬁc hypotheses that relate cultural dimensions to observed
privacy behaviordas measured by privacy-aware behavior (PAB) on Facebook. As measurements of national cultural characteristics, we draw on four speciﬁc indicators from the GLOBE project, described in more detail in Section 3 below.
In line with these ideas, “middle-range theories” (Rosenfeld, 1979) seek to explain in greater detail why people see selfdisclosure as a threat. For example, Powell (1969) focused on fear of threats stemming from rejection. “… If I tell you who
I am, you might not like who I am, and it’s all that I have.” (p. 12). Likewise, social theories of deviant behavior (Goffman, 1963)
suggest that negative consequences (both social and legal) lead individuals to avoid or hide deviance.
2.1. Gender egalitarianism
Inter-gender interactions are one source of risk in online activity. Adolescent girls in the United States have been found to
have a higher probability than boys of being sexually harassed, either online or in-person (Mitchell et al., 2014). In addition,
women have been found to be more likely to change their settings in the direction of greater privacy (Joinson, 2008). Proceeding from the assumption that societies with greater gender egalitarianism carry less risk of online harassment, we hypothesize that this cultural attribute will be associated with a lower probability of privacy-aware behavior.
H1.

Gender egalitarianism practice will be negatively associated with privacy-aware behavior.

2.2. Humane orientation
In collectives where individuals are naturally socialized into more humane behavior, this process implies an overall
expectation that “members of society are responsible for promoting the well-being of others,” and “the interests of others are
important” (Vilkus, 2009). The variable for humane orientation practice used here, from the GLOBE project, comes from

2

Notably, Facebook was restricted to university students until September of 2006 (Facebook, 2015).
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surveys that operationalized humaneness in questions about ﬁve aspects: “being concerned, sensitive toward others, friendly,
tolerant of mistakes, and generous” (Kabasakal and Bodur, 2004, p. 571). Where people behave more humanely, they decrease
potential threats of all sorts, including threats associated with self-disclosure. On the other hand, lack of a humane orientation
leads to more hostile contexts that tend to carry greater risks of self-disclosure. Thus the hypothesis:
H2.

Humane orientation practice will be negatively associated with privacy-aware behavior.

2.3. Assertiveness
A national culture’s assertiveness is a belief that “people are or should be encouraged to be assertive, aggressive, and
tough,” versus “nonassertive, nonaggressive, or tender in social relationships” (Den Hartog, 2004, p. 395). When people are
more assertive of their own rights and privileges, they tend to create more potential for conﬂict with the rights and privileges
of others. These more hostile contexts tend to lead to greater risks of self-disclosure. Therefore our theoretical view of the
cultural relationship with privacy leads us to a third hypothesis:
H3.

Assertiveness practice will be positively associated with privacy-aware behavior.

2.4. Performance orientation
Among several explanations proposed by Egan (1970) for individuals to suppress their own self-disclosure, two of them
can be brought to bear to understand the implications of a culture’s performance orientation. First, self-disclosure carries a
threat because the individual might want to ﬂee from self-knowledge. Self-knowledge brings greater responsibility, but
avoiding it is “a ﬂight from the anxiety and work involved in constructive personal change” (p. 209). In societies with greater
emphasis on performance, we postulate that the demand for personal change would be greater, so therefore the threat
associated with self-disclosure would be greater. Second, the “reverse halo effect” could cause self-disclosure in one’s area of
weakness to leave an impression of incompetence in other areas. This bears some similarity to the fear of rejection suggested
by Powell (1969), but is speciﬁcally focused on questions of competence to perform. In cultures placing more emphasis on
performance we expect that egos will fear more attention to their lapses, and hence experience stronger incentives for
concealment.
H4.

Performance orientation will be positively associated with privacy-aware behavior.

The remaining variablesdthe remaining cultural practice dimensions, all the cultural values dimensions, and the demographic covariatesddo not lend themselves clearly to hypotheses. We include them as potential control variables, subject
to the exhaustive model process described below, but do not hypothesize about their direction.
3. Variables and data
3.1. Privacy behaviors on Facebook
Our dataset consists of a uniform random sample of 976,301 Facebook users drawn in 2009. The random sample was
possible because Facebook’s technical architecture at the time allowed for the generation and queries of arbitrary user IDs,
thus using a rejection sampling strategy (Gjoka et al., 2009, 2011) to obtain a truly random sample of users. Subsequent
changes to Facebook security policy make it difﬁcult if not impossible to draw a similar uniform sample today. The dataset
contains information about each user’s privacy setting regarding four different activities by strangers (Gjoka et al., 2011;
pp. 1885, 1887): (1) sending a request to add as a friend (2) seeing proﬁle photo (3) seeing friends list (4) sending a
message. In 2009, the default setting was to allow a stranger (i.e., someone not added as a “friend” in the speciﬁc Facebook
usage of the term) to engage in each of these four activities. However, the user could change settings to deny access to any
or all of the four. We deem a user who changed any of the four settings to have exhibited PAB, and a user who left all four in
their default state not to have exhibited PAB.3 Therefore our outcome of interest is a binary variable, the presence or
absence of PAB.
Individuals are associated with nations through the Facebook geographical network setting. At the time of data collection,
Facebook allowed users to designate one local, regional or national network to which they belonged, such as “Lincoln, NE”
(USA), “West Midlands” (UK), “Wales”, “Maldives”, or “Mauritius”. The United States, United Kingdom, and Canada had several
of these local or regional networks, whereas other countries (including China, India, and Russia) had few or none. Individual
Facebook users were not required to designate a geographical network, which imposed a limitation on the data: 551,164 users
out of our original sample of 976,301 (56.5% of users) did not indicate a network. Moreover, 30.0% of those non-network users

3
Because only 0.003% of our sample (2833 users) had set the ﬁrst, second, or fourth privacy settings, we elected not to try to differentiate among the four
settings, but instead to consider any of the four privacy settings as evidence of privacy awareness.
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showed at least one privacy-aware behavior, in contrast to 15.6% of the users with a network decision, a highly signiﬁcant
difference (p < 0.001).
Therefore, this data should not be used to draw inferences about the population of all Facebook users; instead, this
research only supports inferences about the subpopulation of Facebook users who do designate a network. However, as long
as removing the non-network users (for which the geographical location is unobservable) does not substantially change the
underlying distribution of privacy behaviors by nation, our ﬁndings should not be compromised. Of the 425,137 users
designating networks, we further pare down the sample to those users belonging to countries with a complete set of data
available for the selected cultural and demographic variables, as detailed below. Of the 425,137 users with a designated nation
network, we consider the 198,310 users who corresponded to one of 30 countries for which all measures of culture and
demographic variables are available, as discussed below. National-level PAB values and user counts for the 30 countries
comprising our sample are presented in Table 1.

3.2. Measures of national culture
To systematically examine the relationship between culture and individual behavior at scale, it is necessary to quantify
cultural attributes. Culture has been deﬁned variously as the “complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals,
law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society” (Tylor, 1958); “the collective
programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another” (G. H. Hofstede
et al., 2010); or “a pattern of thinking, feeling and acting (behavior) that is learned throughout a person’s life, beginning in
early childhood” (Calhoun et al., 2002, pp. 294e95).
The question of how best to measure cultural attributes, or indeed whether or not this endeavor is even possible, has
inspired considerable debate (G. Hofstede, 2003, 2006; Javidan et al., 2006; McSweeney, 2002a, 2002b; Tung and Verbeke,
2010; Venaik and Brewer, 2010). For us, the salient point emerging from these scholarly discussions is that a culture represents distributions of attitudes, beliefs, or habits across a society rather than homogenous attributes shared by all; nevertheless, the culture predominant within a society will inﬂuence the ideas and behaviors of the individuals living within it.
Quantitative analysis involving cultural attributes allows researchers to harness the advantages of this sort of datadto wit, a
large sample size and broader generalizabilitydin addressing the research questions. Efforts to summarize culture with
quantitative indices date back several decades and are well established in the literature of various disciplines, most prominently in that of international business. The four dimensions of Hofstede (Hofstede, 1984) derive from survey data collected at
the IBM Corporation in 1967.4 Since Hofstede’s effort, various projects have attempted to improve the measurement of culture
(World Values Study Group, 1994; World Values Survey, 2015).
We elect to use dimensions taken from the GLOBE project’s comprehensive cultural quantiﬁcation effort (House et al.,
2004). Our choice is based on GLOBE’s deliberately multicultural and theory-based approach to instrument design (pp.
128e151), and because of its clear distinction between values and practices. GLOBE’s eighteen cultural dimensions,
enumerated in Table 2, resulted from a multiphase process of cross-cultural instrument design involving multiple stages of
construct identiﬁcation and validation. Particular care was given to correcting for known forms of systemic cultural bias in
ﬁlling out surveys and to ensuring the ﬁdelity of the instrument across languages through back-translation.
The resulting GLOBE instruments asked about both practices and values; for example, respondents were asked to complete
the statements, “The economic system in this society is designed to maximize:” and “I believe that the economic system in
this society should be designed to maximize:” each with responses on the same seven-point scale ranging from “individual
interests” to “collective interests.” This questionnaire was administered to 8685 middle managers5 in the same three industries in 62 different nations or quasi-national cultures6 leading to the values for the GLOBE cultural variables. We took
these values for the GLOBE variables from spreadsheets compiled by a third party (Harzing, n.d.).
In contrast to certain earlier work,7 the GLOBE variables distinguished between practices (how respondents perceive that
their own society is) and values (how they believe it should be). This distinction was operationalized in GLOBE through
measuring variables in practice/value pairs, so that 18 variables are composed of nine pairs. An essential feature of this project
is that it focuses on privacy behaviors rather than privacy attitudes; this distinction roughly corresponds to GLOBE’s practice/
value distinction, in that practices represent externally observable behaviors. While our discussion of the relationships

4
Hofstede’s approach has certainly not been without controversy, as critics have attacked on both ontological and methodological fronts (G. Hofstede,
2003; McSweeney, 2002a, 2002b; Venaik and Brewer, 2010). Among those researchers who accept the inherent idea of measuring a cultural quantitatively,
some have developed alternative schemes with a limited number of dimensions that focus on speciﬁc aspects of intercultural variation, particularly on
values in preference to practices (Inglehart and Welzel, 2010; Schwartz, 1992).
5
Half the GLOBE project’s sample of 17,370 managers was given the questionnaire with these societal-level questions with the other half given similar
questions pertaining to their own organization (House et al., 2004, p. 132). At the same time, questions about the nature of a good leader were also
administered to the entire sample. The intent of the organizational-level questions for half the sample seem to have been to establish the statistical
reliability of the leadership questions. Only the society-level questions and the variables generated from them pertain to our research here.
6
Such as “Canada (English-speaking)” or “Germany (Former West).” For our analysis we only included those countries where the GLOBE variable covers
the entire country.
7
The World Values Survey explicitly studies values and does not cover practices as a distinct entity. The other schemes do not make the distinction
explicit as GLOBE does.
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Table 1
Incidence of privacy-aware behavior (PAB) of users used in sample from 30 countries.
Country

With PAB

Without PAB

Proportion with PAB

Albania
Argentina
Australia
Bolivia
Brazil
Colombia
Costa Rica
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Georgia
Greece
Guatemala
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Israel
Japan
Kazakhstan
South Korea
Kuwait
Malaysia
Mexico
Namibia
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
Philippines
Qatar
Singapore
Slovenia
Sweden
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
United States
Venezuela
Zambia

22
583
1216
76
293
861
45
93
354
33
11
214
25
306
1589
757
290
170
10
82
45
435
876
5
227
203
25
348
29
239
26
405
208
185
1474
24,577
491
7

94
2397
8795
219
730
3958
201
274
1592
104
29
1552
167
1901
2666
3202
1757
594
37
250
155
1699
2249
42
895
1357
71
1280
108
1434
213
3527
418
489
6695
116,107
1908
25

0.190
0.196
0.121
0.258
0.286
0.179
0.183
0.253
0.182
0.241
0.275
0.121
0.130
0.139
0.373
0.191
0.142
0.223
0.213
0.247
0.225
0.204
0.280
0.106
0.202
0.130
0.260
0.214
0.212
0.143
0.109
0.103
0.332
0.274
0.180
0.175
0.205
0.219

between culture and privacy-aware behavior is focused on speciﬁc dimensions, we include all 18 of the GLOBE variables in our
modeling procedure. The variable selection procedure employed allows us to compare the relative inﬂuence of each predictor
variables, eliminating those when data does not support a signiﬁcant association but allowing for the inclusion of unanticipated relationships.
To our knowledge, ours is the ﬁrst study that has tested hypotheses relating GLOBE dimensions to observed privacy behaviors. Therefore care must be taken in comparing our ﬁndings with other research using other cultural dimensions, perhaps
even similarly named dimensions that measure subtly different constructs. For example, Hofstede and GLOBE both have
dimensions called uncertainty avoidance, but important differences characterize the respective constructs (Venaik and
Brewer, 2010).
3.3. Demographic control variables
In addition to the cultural variables discussed above, several demographic control variables also enter into our model
selection process. It would be undesirable to ascribe variation in privacy behaviors to differences in culture if such variation
could be better explained by, say, economic prosperity or age demographics. To account for the inﬂuence of confounding
variables, we started by considering several possible covariates, including several measures of economic attributes and of
democracy and political openness, for consideration in our model selection process. For tractability of the subsequent
analysis, and to avoid collinearity issues, we sought to minimize the number of variable pairs with high correlations, generally
seeking to opt for the variable that was more directly related to an underlying social or economic reality. However, in some
cases high correlation between a pair of variables was deemed to be acceptable in light of the desirability of including both
variables. The seven covariates ﬁnally selected are listed in Table 3.
The United Nations Human Development Index (HDI) is a composite indicator of life expectancy, educational variables,
and gross national income per capita. Because GDP per capita (World Bank) is such a fundamental socioeconomic indicator,
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Table 2
GLOBE cultural dimensions and other demographic variables
included in model selection.
GLOBE cultural dimensions (18 variables)
Assertiveness (practice and value)
Future orientation (practice and value)
Gender egalitarianism (practice and value)
Humane orientation (practice and value)
In-group collectivism (practice and value)
Institutional collectivism (practice and value)
Performance orientation (practice and value)
Power distance (practice and value)
Uncertainty avoidance (practice and value)
Socio-economic indicators (7 variables)
Human Development Index, 2010
GDP per capita
Female-to-male ratio, primary and secondary school
Population age 65 and over
Urban population
Trust (from World Values Survey)
Internet users as a proportion of population

we also include it in our original set, even though it bears a high correlation (0.91) to HDI. Female to male ratio in primary and
secondary education (World Bank) (F:M) is included as a measure of gender equality in reality, not just in perception.8
Although primary and secondary students are only a narrow subset of a country’s population, opportunities offered to
these younger generations reveal the willingness of each country to deploy resources equitably. Internet users per 100 people
(World Bank) gives us a simple indicator of the incidence of Internet usage in each country. Trust is the only variable used
from the World Value Survey, capturing a notion of generalized trust among other people. However, trust exhibits a high
correlation with uncertainty avoidance practice (0.834) and fairly highly correlations with power distance value (0.726) and
uncertainty avoidance value (0.710), so inferences from coefﬁcients of WVS trust must be made with caution. Finally,
population age 65 and older and urban population percentage (both World Bank) are included to represent other fundamental demographic attributes, despite their high correlations with HDI, GDP per capita, and internet usage.
Demographic variables are taken from the United Nations Development Programme (2014), World Bank (2015), and World
Values Survey (2015). In the interest of temporal consistency, where possible we use observations from 2009.9 Alternatively,
in some cases we employ linear interpolation to estimate the value for 2009. Where there is neither data for 2009 nor for two
years bracketing 2009, for example if all observations are from before 2009, we drop observations.
We use only those countries with values for all 25 candidate variables, which narrows our sample to 30 countries. This
approach could tend to bias our sample toward countries where data is more readily availabledtypically countries with more
developed infrastructure to measure national statistics, hence those with a higher level of development. However, the
covariates for HDI and GDP, as well as the other covariates, serve as a statistical control, and in fact our ﬁnal set of 30 countries
includes quite a few large low-HDI countries. All independent variables are normalized in order to eliminate any effects of
comparisons across measurements in different units.

4. Methods
Whereas privacy choices are observed at an individual level, the research question and hypotheses pertain to nationallevel variation in self-disclosure choices. Moreover, measures of the social context for privacy decisions, for example measures of culture, are also national-level variables. We therefore utilize the aggregate measure of privacy-aware behavior for
each country based on the fraction of users in a given geographic network who have at least one of the four privacy settings
turned on. This results in a privacy-aware behavior score that is actually an estimate of the probability that a random user
from that country will exhibit at least one privacy-aware behavior.
Privacy-aware behavior is then modeled as a function of different covariates representing social environmentethe cultural
and demographic context in which self-disclosure decisions are made. Country level PAB can thus be considered a series of
Bernoulli trials, one for each individual in a country, such that there are two disjoint outcomes for each usereeither they are
privacy aware and have at least one privacy setting turned on or they are not privacy aware and have default privacy settings.

8
F:M has an unclear relationship to the two GLOBE GE variables: Both correlations are surprisingly low (0.102 with GE practice, 0.442 with GE value).
Because GLOBE is based on a survey of middle managers, the GE practice variable can be interpreted as their perception of GE in their own society, with the
value variable indicating their desire for GE.
9
HDI was an exception, because the United Nations only reports HDI every few years. Therefore we chose 2010 as the closest year with an HDI report.
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Table 3
Demographic control variables included.

Albania
Argentina
Australia
Brazil
Colombia
Costa Rica
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Georgia
Greece
Guatemala
India
Indonesia
Israel
Japan
Kuwait
Malaysia
Mexico
Namibia
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
Philippines
Slovenia
Sweden
Thailand
Turkey
United States
Zambia

UN HDI

GDP

F:M school ratio

Internet usage

Trust

Urbanization

Population 65þ

0.746
0.805
0.935
0.726
0.714
0.768
0.719
0.661
0.678
0.735
0.866
0.579
0.547
0.620
0.896
0.909
0.786
0.763
0.770
0.604
0.919
0.917
0.462
0.649
0.892
0.913
0.686
0.715
0.934
0.438

3846
7674
42,551
8373
5117
6386
4237
2462
3341
2441
28,452
2697
1147
2272
26,032
39,473
37,161
7278
7691
4133
48,174
27,474
1091
1832
24,051
43,640
3979
8626
46,999
998

97.3
104.4
97.6
102.6
104.5
101.9
100.4
96.6
98.4
98.5
97.6
94.7
97.4
98.8
101.3
100.1
99.8
98.2
102.7
103.0
98.3
101.8
89.6
101.2
99.9
99.4
102.3
94.4
100.9
94.1

41.2
34.0
74.3
39.2
30.0
34.3
24.6
25.7
12.1
20.1
42.4
9.3
5.1
6.9
63.1
78.0
50.8
55.9
26.3
6.5
89.6
79.7
20.0
9.0
64.0
91.0
20.1
36.4
71.0
6.3

51.2
40.6
92.4
17.5
30.9
48.9
72.7
37.2
60.4
38.2
54.6
51.9
52.5
16.9
48.3
79.6
48.5
17.7
41.7
57.8
90.6
102.2
29.8
20.1
38.6
134.5
83.1
10.2
78.8
28.1

51.2
92.2
88.9
84.0
74.7
63.7
66.2
43.3
63.8
52.7
61.0
48.9
30.6
49.1
91.8
89.6
98.2
71.1
77.5
37.3
82.2
86.2
48.4
48.5
50.1
84.9
33.4
69.8
81.9
38.3

9.8
10.5
13.3
6.7
5.5
6.4
6.1
5.5
6.8
14.3
18.9
4.4
5.0
5.0
10.4
22.3
2.3
4.7
5.8
3.4
15.0
12.7
2.7
3.7
16.5
17.9
8.6
6.9
12.8
2.7

At the country level this implies that we should model binomial proportions; we do so using binomial regression models.
These models are the adaption of standard multiple linear regression to a binomial response variable (James et al., 2013).
In this modeling context, the number of observations (30 countries) is not much larger than the number of variables (25
potential covariatesdseven demographic control variables, nine GLOBE practices, and nine GLOBE values). As such it is likely
a standard model would overﬁt the data and consequently lead to poor predictive performance. Moreover, it is often the case
that some or many of the potential covariates are in fact not associated with privacy-aware behavior. Including these irrelevant variables leads to unnecessary complexity in the resulting model (James et al., 2013). As such, we employ standard
methods for variable selection in linear models in order to obtain a model that is parsimonious, while still capturing variability in the data.
We conduct a targeted model searchea slight modiﬁcation of traditional best subset selection methodseto identify the
strongest possible binomial regression model. All of the demographic controls and GLOBE variables were at risk of inclusion in
this model. Variable selection methods result in a set of candidate models, each of which contains a subset of the eligible
covariates. In order to choose the “best” model for use in subsequent analysis, we require a criterion for comparing models.
Our choice is Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC), a standard metric designed to estimate test error by making an adjustment
to training error to account for bias due to overﬁtting (James et al., 2013); preferable models have lower AIC scores.
We have considered every model that includes at least one of the 18 GLOBE variables and any number (including zero) of
the seven demographic control variables. This yields a total of 225 minus 27 models, for a count of 33,554,304 models. This
procedure for model selection can be viewed within the framework of traditional hypothesis testing, rejecting or failing to
reject speciﬁc hypotheses about the association between PAB and the many different covariates. Each of the eligible
explanatory factors (e.g. cultural dimension) not selected into the best model can be seen as failing to reject the null hypothesis about effect of this predictor of privacy-aware behavior, given the selection criteria, indicating that this set of factors
reveals no signiﬁcant relationship to PAB.
5. Findings
Table 4 provides detail on the model with the best ﬁt (lowest AIC), and Table 5 summarizes our hypotheses in light of the
study ﬁndings. Of the four variables with hypothesized relationships, the relationship held in the top-ranked regression
model for two of them: gender egalitarianism practice and assertiveness practice. In fact, the coefﬁcient for gender egalitarianism practice (representing that each standard deviation change in IGC is associated with a minus-0.34 standard deviation change in log odds of privacy-aware behavior, p < 0.001) is the greatest absolute value for a GLOBE cultural variable’s
coefﬁcient in the model. The coefﬁcient for assertiveness practice is substantially smaller in absolute value termsdeach
standard deviation change in assertiveness is associated with a 0.09 standard deviation change in log odds of PABdbut this
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ﬁnding is also statistically signiﬁcant (p < 0.05). The top model provided no support for the hypotheses involving the other
two variables, humane orientation practice and performance orientation practice. In no case were either of the variables
found to have an opposite relationship to privacy-aware behavior from the direction hypothesized.
All dependent variables were normalized before model selection and regressions were binomial, so coefﬁcients represent
the change expected in the log odds of privacy-aware behavior in response to a one standard deviation change in the
dependent variable in question. Variables with a coefﬁcient of 0.3 or greater in either direction are, in descending order of
magnitude: HDI (positive), F:M (positive), and gender equality practice (negative). Further variables with a coefﬁcient of 0.2 or
greater in either direction are future orientation, in-group collectivism, and uncertainty avoidance, all positive. Fig. 1 shows
the relationship between three illustrative GLOBE variables and probability of privacy-aware behavior. The points graphed
demonstrate hypothetical predicted values of privacy-aware behavior probability for 1, 0, and þ1 standard deviations for
each of the GLOBE variables, with every other dependent variable held at the mean value.
Table 6 summarizes the top ten regression models from our exhaustive search. From the details reported in this table, a
few broad trends are clear. Both the demographic controls and the GLOBE variables show a high level of consistency among
the top models. Of the 25 total variables available for selection, 14 appeared in either nine or all ten of the top models. Seven
appeared in either none or only one. Notably, the top-rated model is representative of the entire top ten: Each of the 15
variables included in the top model was included in the majority of the top ten, always with the same coefﬁcient sign. In
addition, each of the coefﬁcients of the top model is statistically signiﬁcant to p < 0.05. Fig. 2 displays the six GLOBE practice
variables included with 95% conﬁdence intervals for the estimated coefﬁcients.
The two hypothesis variables not included in our top-ranked model did appear in other models in the top ten. Humane
orientation practice had a signiﬁcant negative coefﬁcient in the ﬁfth-ranked model, whereas performance orientation
practice had a signiﬁcant positive coefﬁcient in the fourth-ranked model by AIC and an insigniﬁcant coefﬁcient in the
seventh-ranked model. Although both signs match our hypothesized direction of the relationship, these ﬁndings can only be
interpreted as weak evidence supporting the respective hypotheses because those variables were not in the top-rated model.
6. Discussion
Our analysis reveals clear relationships between cultural variables and self-disclosure choices. We ﬁnd strong conﬁrmation of two of our four theoretical predictions, and weaker conﬁrmation of the other two. These ﬁndings provide evidence
for the theoretical position that national-level culture is associated with self-presentation by means of threat perception, by
which different cultural inﬂuences are associated with different assessments of threat versus payoffdin other words, people
from different cultures tend to have different parameters to their “privacy calculus” (Dinev and Hart, 2006).
In general terms, we ﬁnd that privacy-aware behavior bears signiﬁcant relationships to several of the GLOBE dimensions
even after controlling for standard demographic covariates. All ﬁve of the six demographic covariates and all ten of the 18
GLOBE dimensions selected into the top model showed a statistically signiﬁcant relationship to privacy-aware behavior. Of
these, three of the ﬁve demographic controls and eight of the ten GLOBE dimensions had a highly signiﬁcant relationship (to
p < 0.001). This ﬁnding provides support for the proposition that measurable cultural attributes are indeed related to privacy
behavior.
At the level of speciﬁc hypotheses, a more nuanced picture comes into focus. Of the four predictions related to privacy
calculus, two are supported by our top regression model and the other two are neither supported nor rejected. However, the
latter two are at least weakly supported by their appearance and sign in other models within the top ten models by AIC. In
general, then, we ﬁnd support for privacy calculus as a theoretical means of understanding the relationship between culture
and self-disclosure decisions. The speciﬁc variables covered by the conﬁrmed hypothesesdgender egalitarianism and
assertivenessdmight be particularly fruitful research areas to further test the privacy calculus model. In particular, there
would be great value to further empirical testing of the proposition that these variables illustrate different means by which
cultural attributes inﬂuence self-disclosure decisions because of difference in perception of risk and beneﬁt across cultures.
In addition to supporting our theoretical predictions, these ﬁndings add to the body of knowledge on self-disclosure (or
privacy) and culture in at least three important ways. First, by using observed data pertaining to behaviors rather than selfreported attitudes or behaviors, we bolster previous ﬁndings based on self-reports. Second, we illustrate the application of
traditional methods from statistical learning, particularly variable selection methods, to compare a large set of potential
regression models. This method carries the advantage of allowing us to narrow the set of covariates found to have signiﬁcant
association with privacy-aware behavior, eliminating those that do not show such an association, while avoiding overﬁtting
the observed data. Third, by utilizing the GLOBE dimensions in contrast to other work on culture and privacy, we draw on the
characteristics of that particular cultural measurement schemedfor example, GLOBE’s differentiation between practice and
value variables.
This work is not without limitations. Around half of our original sample did not designate a geographical network, but
geographical network is the only viable means of assigning a country to an individual in this data. However, this consideration
need not constitute a threat to internal validity if users not designating a network are distributed uniformly among the
population of different countries; alternatively, having more users without a network who are in higher-privacy-aware
behavior countries would actually cause us to understate our ﬁndings.
All national cultures are at least somewhat heterogeneous, and some are highly heterogeneous (Tung and Verbeke, 2010).
The use of national-level indicators in cultural research has been justiﬁed on the grounds that these indicators represent
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Table 4
Detail of top rated regression model.

(Intercept)
Hypothesized variables
Gender egalitarianism practice
Assertiveness practice
Other GLOBE variables
Future orientation practice
Future orientation values
Institutional collectivism practice
In-group collectivism practice
In-group collectivism values
Gender egalitarianism values
Humaneness values
Uncertainty avoidance practice
Demographic control variables
HDI (2010)
F:M ratio in primary/secondary education
Population 65 or older
Urban population
Trust

Coefﬁcient

Std err

p

1.496

(0.023)

<0.001

***

0.337
0.093

(0.032)
(0.036)

<0.001
0.010

***
*

0.258
0.152
0.099
0.246
0.135
0.151
0.084
0.214

(0.043)
(0.024)
(0.042)
(0.036)
(0.031)
(0.032)
(0.023)
(0.049)

<0.001
<0.001
0.019
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

***
***
*
***
***
***
***
***

0.383
0.338
0.147
0.121
0.099

(0.071)
(0.023)
(0.04)
(0.045)
(0.032)

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.008
0.002

***
***
***
**
**

*p < 0.05.
**p < 0.01.
***p < 0.001.
AIC: 253.53.

means of each country’s distribution (Hofstede, 1984; Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner, 1998). No doubt certain individuals
represent outliers in their own country’s distribution, but on the whole, the mean of the distribution for each country is
estimated by the cultural dimensions. The GLOBE surveys sampled one particular subset of society, middle managers in three
different industries, with the industries selected to be common across countries. Thus the survey authors assert that the
tendencies reﬂected in the dimensions are representative of those societies as a whole (House et al., 2004).
In summary, our empirical results show that cultural attributes contribute to deeper understanding of privacy and selfdisclosure than would otherwise be derived solely from non-cultural variables. We have developed and tested a theory of
culture and self-disclosure based on Triandis’ cultural evolution and Dinev and Hart’s privacy calculus. The support found for
this theoretical structure, especially pertaining to gender egalitarianism and assertiveness, suggests that relationships between culture attributes and privacy follow predictable patterns. The research presented here does not aim to make causal
claims about the relationships between culture and self-disclosure behavior, but this evidence supports the existence of those
relationships, regardless of causality. Attempting to understand self-disclosure in the online age without considering cultural
factors misses much of the story.

6.1. Further research
In this work we have explored the relationship of culture, as operationalized by the GLOBE variables, to observed privacy
and self-disclosure behaviors. Our evidence shows a clear connection between these factors in general, and points the way
toward relationships between certain speciﬁc cultural attributes and privacy. But more speciﬁc understanding of these relationships is needed, so further opportunities for beneﬁcial research present themselves.
Our means for measuring cultural attributes, the GLOBE dimensions, has its roots in the business literature, but proves
useful in other non-business ﬁelds. However, it would be desirable to continue developing tools to measure culture that are
less rooted in the scholarship of business. For example, relaxing the limitation of the sample to middle managers would
provide better coverage of a society as a whole. The ongoing World Values Survey is one example of a less business-oriented
sampling approach, but in contrast to GLOBE, WVS measures cultural values without also attempting to measure cultural
practices. We would like to see instruments and data that combine GLOBE’s value/practice divide with WVS’s wider sampling
strategy.
Some qualitative investigation into cultural dimensions of online privacy has come onto the scene in recent years, but
further mixed-methods work can play an important role in shedding light on the still unclear relationship between cultural
practices and values. In truth, any of the nine pairs of GLOBE variables could support a vigorous research agenda. The use of
ethnographic observation and open-ended interviews will help us better understand cultural aspects of the online selfdisclosure that may not have been fully reﬂected in quantitative indicators from GLOBE, Hofstede, WVS, or similar. In
particular, different cultures may interpret questions on the GLOBE or other surveys with speciﬁc nuances of understanding,
so single-country or regional work (e.g., Abokhodair, 2015) helps to provide a more complete picture.
Ultimately, research into these different cultural aspects should ﬁt together into a broader theory of the relationship
between practices and values. An interesting thread in the cultural measurement concerns the surprising, mostly negative
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Table 5
Hypotheses and associated ﬁndings.
Hypothesis

Finding

H1: Gender egalitarianism practice will be negatively associated with privacy-aware behavior.
H2. Humane orientation practice will be negatively associated with privacy-aware behavior.
H3. Assertiveness will be positively related to privacy-aware behavior.
H4. Performance orientation will be positively associated with privacy-aware behavior.

Supported in top model***
Not supported in top model
Supported in top model*
Not supported in top model

*p < 0.05.
**p < 0.01.
***p < 0.001.

Fig. 1. Predicted probability of privacy-aware behavior, while varying selected GLOBE practice dimensions.

practice/value relationship found in GLOBE. Speciﬁcally, it has been theorized that this relationship is a reﬂection of
diminishing marginal utility (Maseland and van Hoorn, 2009, 2010) or of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (Brewer and Venaik,
2010; Venaik and Brewer, 2010). More theory-building dialogue is needed. Empirically, future work could add to this
discourse by looking at countries where one or more speciﬁc practice variables have a particularly high positive or negative
correlation with their corresponding value variables.
The heterogeneity of culture within any one country is a persistent problem in cultural research at the national level. The
only obvious way around this limitation is more intra-national research, digging into the differences in the same cultural
values and practices among different communities within countries. Data produced from this work would then facilitate
research into the relationship between subnational culture and self-disclosure.
The study presented here used data from Facebook in 2009, but many of the characteristics of Facebook’s privacy model at
that time no longer apply. Facebook now defaults to much more privacy-aware settings, requiring users to opt out of those
settings if they wish to self-disclose to the public. In addition, public awareness of online privacy issues has evolved since
2009. Therefore, cultural analysis of contemporary Facebook data would provide a complementary perspective to our work by
exploring to what degree cultural factors act symmetrically on the decisions to disclose less or to disclose more. Facebook has
changed the assignment of user ID numbers in ways that would complicate drawing another uniform sample, but quasirandom generation of user names (rather than ID numbers)dperhaps even using linguistic characteristics of user names
to stratify the sample by user’s languagedcould provide a viable alternative to the uniform sampling used here.
Finally, more detailed data not accessible to the public could help foster empirical work to test more of Goffman’s theory
about self-presentation. A notable component of this theory is that individuals present themselves differently to different
audiences. The Facebook “friend groups” feature allows users to customize which friends can see certain information, and
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Table 6
Variables included in top ten models by AIC, with signs of coefﬁcients.
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Fig. 2. Coefﬁcients of GLOBE variables included in top-rated regression, with conﬁdence interval.

thus would seem to provide opportunities to test this aspect of Goffman’s theory. However, this data is not part of our
datasetdindeed, it may not be available to the publicdso we do not explicitly test Goffman’s theory here.

7. Conclusion
Our ﬁndings here have implications for researchers’, policymakers’, and practitioners’ understanding of privacy behaviors
in multicultural contexts. For researchers, this knowledge is important as we extend the cultural theories of Triandis to our
contemporary, more globalized, “always on” world and as we seek to understand the privacy calculus (Dinev and Hart, 2006)
that people apply therein. Triandis’ view of culture as an evolutionary response to resources and needs suggests that we can
better understand cultural inﬂuence by more accurately pinpointing the factors that make certain kinds of self-disclosure
look more or less desirable to certain cultures. By supporting the notion that people’s self-disclosure decisions, the privacy
calculus that they apply, is reﬂective of culture, these results can motivate more narrowly targeted scholarly inquiry into the
speciﬁc cultural factors that relate to privacy, most notably gender egalitarianism and assertiveness.
Understanding these cultural relationships is important for governments and others in a position to regulate online
privacy, for two reasons. First, better understanding cultural roots of their own citizens’ expectations of privacy through
comparison with those expectations in other countries will help guide policy (Cullen, 2009). The result is privacy regulation
that more speciﬁcally reﬂects the national-level preferences of users. Second, international cooperation is fostered by mutual
understanding of both self-disclosure attitudes and behaviors. This has been a motivating factor for much of the line of
business research on privacy and culture; Bellman et al. (2004, p. 313) noted, “International differences in culture and national
regulation create challenges for global information management strategies, sometimes limiting or even preventing the free
ﬂow of valuable information.” Although harmonization of privacy regulation may sometimes be the best solution, ﬂexibility
and adaptability to different cultures’ values should always be taken into consideration. Research into privacy and culture can
play an essential role.
This knowledge is also important for providers of online social networking services such as Facebook. If attributes of
national cultures relate to privacy behaviors, then services can be designed to better meet privacy needs for a user’s inferred
national culture. Certain lower-risk privacy settings could be made either opt-in or opt-out depending on national-level
privacy expectations. Or, more speciﬁcally, users in those cultures with higher assertiveness or lower humane orientation
might desire a default privacy setting that allow them to mitigate speciﬁc risks associated with those cultural attributes.
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Understanding the relationship between privacy behavior and culture helps social networking sites more accurately target
their design.
Finally, individual users beneﬁt from this knowledge because better understanding the cultural factors associated with
their own privacy behavior can help them make better self-disclosure decisions. For example, many of our hypotheses deal
with perceptions of threats. Users in cultures that tend to emphasize speciﬁc kinds of threat can reﬂect on whether their
threat perception corresponds to reality or not, helping them better navigate self-disclosure tradeoffs or motivating them to
learn to more effectively use ﬁne-grained privacy options.
Concern for privacy has exploded in recent years, but this new level of concern reﬂects much older issues of the individual’s relationship to society. Privacy and self-disclosure only have meaning within a societal context, so understanding
the inﬂuence of culture is essential to responding to this newfound concern. Research that moves forward our understanding
of the relationship between culture and self-disclosure behavior can help policymakers, corporations, and individual social
network users make more informed decisions, leading to a higher quality of life for users.
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